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About This Game

Dragonward is a retro-inspired arcade game with focus on resource management. It features a simple yet beautiful 4 colors pixel
art and remarkable chiptune music.

You're a newbie traveler on the road to the dragon's nest. Your objective is to slay the dragon, save the realm and, of course,
become The Dragon Slayer!

Gameplay:

Walk a lot;

Fight fearsome monsters;

Live odd events;

Make choices to survive;

Save money for the lunch, or lose it on a dice game;

Cook on the firepit;

Venture in dangerous dungeons;
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Walk more;

Step over deadly traps;

Collect mysterious writings;

Get stronger;

Take rides with experienced people;

Beat the mighty dragon;

It also features an offline score board, so you can compete with the grandpa!
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So far have played this game for about 30 mins died around 20 times lol. This game screams retro all the way. This game looks
sounds and feels like a nes game you would have grown up playing in the 80s. If you have ever played or heard of a game called
arkistas ring it has that kind of feel to it. For $5 you cant go wrong its the price of a coffee and youll get much more enjoyment
out of this.. So far have played this game for about 30 mins died around 20 times lol. This game screams retro all the way. This
game looks sounds and feels like a nes game you would have grown up playing in the 80s. If you have ever played or heard of a
game called arkistas ring it has that kind of feel to it. For $5 you cant go wrong its the price of a coffee and youll get much more
enjoyment out of this.. Simple but good, but also just too little things to do. It's fun on the limited things it intend to do though.
Might be more fun in mobile where you can just play this in transit without too much thinking and can just leave it whenever
you reach your intended station.. Simple but good, but also just too little things to do. It's fun on the limited things it intend to do
though. Might be more fun in mobile where you can just play this in transit without too much thinking and can just leave it
whenever you reach your intended station.
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